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Abstract

Evidence from natural and artificial

membranes indicates that the neural membrane is

a liquid crystal. A liquid-to-gel phase transition

caused by the application of superposed

electromagnetic fields to the outer membrane

surface releases spin-correlated electron pairs

which propagate through a charge transfer

complex. The propagation generates Rydberg

atoms in the lipid bilayer lattice. In the present
model, charge density configurations in promoted

orbitals interact as cellular automata and perform

computations in Hilbert space. Due to the small

binding energies of promoted orbitals, their

automata are highly sensitive to microgravitational

perturbations. It is proposed that spacetime is

classical on the Rydberg scale, but formed of

contiguous moving segments, each of which

displays topological equivalence. This

stochasticity is reflected in randomized

Riemannian tensor values. Spacetime segments
interact with charge automata as components of a

computational process. At the termination of the

algorithm, an orbital of high probability density is

embedded in a more stabilized microscopic

spacetime. This state permits the opening of an

ion channel and the conversion of a quantum

algorithm into a macroscopic frequency code.

Nomenclature

ao

CQM

CTC

FMM

GR

Bohr radius

Copenhagen interpretation of

quantum mechanics

charge transfer complex
fluid mosaic membrane model

General Relativity
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HOMO

LCM

LUMO

n

QGM

T

USG

highest occupied molecular orbital

liquid crystal membrane model

lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital

principal quantum number

quantum gravity model
Riemannian tensor

Unturbe-Sanchez-Gomez model

I. Backqround

The nerve cell membrane is an amphiphilic

bilayer composed of a phospholipid lattice and

embedded proteins.1 Hydrophilic phosphorus

head groups define the outer surfaces of the
exterior and interior membrane leaflet, while the

hydrophobic interior is comprised of hydrocarbon

diacyl chains. The embedded proteins have a

spanning domain ranging from a single s-helical
polypeptide to several structured strands of amino
acids.

According to FMM, the membrane bilayer

is a homogeneous 2-dimensional liquid with

considerable lateral mobility. 2 The liquid state is

due to positional and orientational randomness of

the constituent phospholipids. Due to the

membrane's stochastic nature, computational

properties of nerve cells in FMM are attributed to

embedded-protein dynamics (i.e., ion channel

activity). The lipid bilayer serves as a

semipermeable barrier separating aqueous

compartments and as an "anchoring site" for the
proteins.

X-ray crystallographic studies indicate that

the stochasticity emphasized in FMM is inaccurate,

and that LCM has stronger empirical support.3,4,5

In the alternative model, the membrane bilayer is a

molecular lattice which displays phase transitions

between liquid and gel states. These transitions
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occur on a time scale as brief as 100-190 ps and a
length of 100-1000 A. They are associated with
membrane permeability to Na+, cholesterol, and
other ionic and molecular species, and hydration-
layer formation on the outer membrane surface
which influences transmitter and other ligand
binding. Because several of these features are
significant in neural communication, it is useful to
examine their possible microscopic basis.

II. Membrane (_h_qe Transfer

Molecular theory predicts that 1-2
electrons introduced at one end of a metastable
lattice characterized by orbital overlap will

propagate as a soliton through the system. 6 This
is a CTC of the form:

WCTC= CI_AD + C2_A-D+ (1)

where _AD is the wave function, without taking

into account the charge transfer, of two molecules,
A and D, and LFA.D+ is electron transfer from

donor D to acceptor A. Energy transfer in CTC is
HOMO _-> LUMO, generating excited states with

10 -10 sec lifetimes. These protocols are
consistent with experimental evidence for
membrane charge-transfer activity immediately
prior to depolarization at a voltage-gated ion
channel.

Artificial membrane studies (Langmuir-
Blodgett preparations) indicate that bonding
between ethylenic p orbitals of carbon atoms 9 and
10 in adjacent hydrocarbon diacyls can be further

stabilized by 1 or 2 additional electrons. 7 The
sequential release of spin-correlated electron pairs
into the system is accomplished by cyclical
electrochemical events at the outer membrane

surface. Spatially and/or temporally summed
afferent impulses produce a surge of Na+ causing
phospholipids to become deprotonated. The
deprotonation temporarily dissociates a
phospholipid-cholesterol complex, releasing 2
spin-correlated electrons that move longitudinally
through a conduction pathway created by the
overlapping ethylenic orbitals.

Quasi-particles passing through a thin
sample of condensed matter produce a form of
absorbtion spectroscopy using electrons instead

of light. In a neural membrane conduction system,
ethylenic p orbitals, which have a low excitation
threshhold, would be promoted to metastable
levels. Movement of successive electron pairs
through the system would deform the p orbitals
into a series of topologically equivalent
hypershapes. The time interval between
deformations based on the absorbtion/emission
interval in biomembrane fluorescence

depolarization probes = 10-8 sec. 8
The major constraints on interactions

between and within deformed orbitals are
hypersurface and charge. Units with dipolar,
complementary hypersurfaces combine to form
larger units. The process continues until
configurations settle into a stable high energy

arrangement of high probability density W2. Time
estimates for this process based on hexadecane
simulation of diacyl-chain carbon reorientations
during increasing membrane viscosity = 100

picosec or 10 "10 sec. 9 The estimate is

compatible with lifetimes (= 2 x 10"10 sec) of highly
localized reconstituted Rydberg wave packets or
fractional revivals which may function as

automata. 10,11 This possibility merits further
investigation.

Viewed from a computational standpoint,
the superposition postulate in CQM implies
massive parallelism for microscopic cellular
automata. 12,13,14 Highly intractable combinatorial
problems involving temperature, pH, osmolarity,
metabolite and hormone binding as well as
sensory, autonomic and emotional data integration
(in more neurologically complex species) can be
microscopically solved at near optimality in
polynomial time. Coulombic attraction between
high probability density of self-assembled Rydberg
automata and positively charged arginine and
lysine residues of an adjacent ion channel regulate
channel opening and the conversion of
microscopic solutions into classical frequency
codes. 15,16,17

"Learning" in the neural CTC is
accomplished by mesoscopic interaction between
membrane and cytoskeleton. Electrotonic
conduction of the spike frequency pattern from a
voltage-gated channel to a ligand-gated Ca++
channel at the NMDA receptor produces a
complex chemical reaction which modifies the
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cyt oskeleton. 18,19,20,21,22,23 Conformational
changes in cytoskeletal protein tubulin dimers
produce gross structural modifications in the
attached membrane, including formation of
dendritic spines at synapses. The modified
synaptic structure in turn affects phase relations

of subsequent afferent pulses at the outer
membrane surface. Because these pulses
generate the Na+ surge which indirectly activates
the release of spin-correlated electrons into CTC,
any modification of the interval or spatial extent of
Na+ dissociation incrementally modifies iterations
of Rydberg automata. This would constitute
directional change or an "arrow of time" for the
quantum wave function in a neural membrane
mesoscopic computational system. This
exception to the principle of strong Poincar6
Recurrence in CQM permits quantum adaptation
to combinatorially complex macroscopic
environments. 24

III. The R01eof Microqravity in(_TC.

It is known that energy eigenstates of
hydrogenlike (Rydberg) atoms are sensitive to
gravitational perturbations on an atomic scale due
to their high principal quantum numbers n (typical n
= 10-100) or high macroscopic distance r of the
electron from the nucleus (r >> a0, where a0 is the

Bohr radius).25,26,27, 28 In a neural CTC,
topological fluctuations in Rydberg automata
during the course of the algorithm are physically
identical with energy eigenstates. It follows that
microgravity (i.e., spacetime on the atomic scale =
a0) may have a significant effect on charge density

interactions in neural membrane computations.
The recent renewal of interest in

synthesizing GR with CQM has produced several
competing models of microscopic gravity. The
majority of these, however, are QGM models which
apply at the Planck length (= 10 -33 cm), a scale
many orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
Rydberg atom. An exception is USG which
postulates a stochastic form of the spacetime
metric as a major explanatory feature of wave
function reduction R _u(X,t). 29 The model (similar
to that of K&rolyh_zy, Frenkel and Luk&s) assumes
a classical but stochastic Gaussian metric in which

the wave function is embedded. R _u(X,t)is

construed as an interaction between matter and
the fluctuating metric such that _P becomes
increasingly localized, with corresponding
decoherence of superposition, in a more stabilized
spacetime metric with highly localized curvature
values. In USG the threshhold between
microscopic and macroscopic systems occurs at
transitional mass Mtr(= 10-14 g). Masses m << Mtr
(i.e., elementary particles) display quantum

behavior while macroscopic masses m >> Mtr
behave classically. Unlike alternative attempts to
synthesize CQM and GR, USG is consistent wtih
the stochastic character of nature and does not
require a Relative State ("Many-Worlds")
interpretation of R LP(X,t).

For Rydberg atoms in a neural-membrane
CTC, the stochastic spacetime of USG may be
expressed in computational terms. The metric
MUSG is mathematically definable as a set of

fluctuating tensor values

dl"iW = d(g_v)iU2, (2)

where d(g_v) is a derivative representing an

instantaneous rate o! change in the Riemannian

coefficient g_v of GR. In accordance with USG,

dTiW describes the rate of curvature change in a

microscopic and mobile spacetime segment
contiguous with other such segments and
displaying topological equivalence. From a

computational standpoint, dT1 W, dT2LF,

dT3U2...dTNW are mathematical objects

representing physically real spacetime cellular
automata interacting systemically with one another
and with charge density configurations in a
promoted orbital. Increased probability density of
self-assembled charge configurations generates
increasing stability of spacetime automata
approximating the manifold of classical GR.
Reciprocally, the increasing stabilization of
spacetime automata increases the localization of
charge density configurations.

The algorithm converges at an end state S
of {S} defined in terms of phospholipid molecular
probability density and stochasticity of microscopic
spacetime. Subsequent Coulombic attraction
between the phospholipid orbital envelope and

3
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positively charged arginine and lysine residues of
an adjacent ion channel permit channel opening
and neural membrane depolarization.

Regulation of field strength responsible
for ion channel activation is the specialized role of

self-assembled dTi_ automata. In macroscopic

GR, Newtonian "action at a distance" G ( M1 M 2)

was reformulated by Einstein as a propagated
change in local spacetime curvature30,31:

G ( M 1 , M2) = ATI_-_ A T2_-_ A1.3...A3 N. (3)

In a quantum regime as described in USG,
curvature propagation is randomized in proportion

to the mobility of the contiguous dTi_ segments

comprising microscopic spacetime. It follows that
Coulombic interaction (between phospholipid
envelope and ion-channel amino residues)
essential for membrane depolarization is

determined by dT iV distribution at the end state
S of {S} of the quantum algorithm.

IV. Discussion.

The purpose of this article has been to
suggest in an admittedly schematic way the role of
microgravity in neural communication. While
certain features of the model will probably not be
testable for some time to come, the general
properties of a Rydberg atom in a regime of
fluctuating macroscopic spacetime curvature may
be derivable experimentally. Perturbation ol
different energy levels in a gravitational field
varying over the dimension of the atom (ie., tidal
forces) is theoretically a function of the local

macroscopic Riemannian curvature tensor 1".
This condition may be observed as frequency
shifts of Rydberg atoms with high lifetimes near
neutron stars and black holes32. The lifetimes are

generally greater than those of Rydberg atoms
generated in an Earth laboratory. In terms of USG,
the energy shifts are induced by the propagation
of curvature change from the classical GR manifold

to the dT i_F automata. Consequent movements

and curvature changes in the segmented
spacetime automata in turn produce a changed
distribution of charge density configurations. I!
the USG model is correct, the frequency shifts

should be highly randomized, reflecting the
stochasticity of spacetime and charge density on
the atomic scale. The astronomical data set, when
combined with models of charge transfer and
excitation in biomembranes, may generate more
detailed models (possibly of the cellular automata
family) of microgravity in subneural systems. As a
consequence, the means by which neurons
routinely compute near-optimal solutions to highly
complex problems of physiology and cognition will
be better understood.
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